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INTRODUCTION TO SKEPTICAL SCIENCE
Skeptical Science (SkS) is a website and non-profit
science education organization with international
reach founded by John Cook in 2007. The main
purpose of SkS is to debunk misconceptions and
misinformation about human-caused climate
change and features a database that currently has
more than 200 rebuttals based on peer-reviewed
literature. SkS has evolved from a one-person
operation to a team project with volunteers from
around the globe. The Skeptical Science team also
actively contribute to published research, with one
of the highlights being the often cited 97%
consensus paper published in 2013.

A technical note:
The text and many of the graphics included in this presentation
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SKEPTICAL SCIENCE FOUNDER JOHN COOK
John Cook originally earned a Bachelor of Science at
the University of Queensland, achieving a First Class
Honors with a major in physics. He obtained a PhD in
cognitive psychology at the University of Western
Australia, with the thesis "Closing the “consensus
gap” by communicating the scientific consensus on
climate change and countering misinformation”.
Currently, he is a research assistant professor at the
Center for Climate Change Communication at
George Mason University, with a research focus on
developing communication and educational
strategies to counter misinformation.

"My exploration of climate change denial began
innocuously enough – namely some vigorous
discussions with sceptical family members. This
provoked me to dig a little deeper into the science
(no one wants to lose an argument with their fatherin-law), but before I knew it, I had wandered into a
bewildering labyrinth of raging online debates and
bottomless pits of misinformation. How to make
sense of it all?
At this point, my inner-computer geek asserted itself
and I began constructing a database of climate
'sceptic' arguments. To cut to the truth of each
argument, I made peer-reviewed science the
ultimate authority. There's no higher standard than
evidence-based research conducted by experts,
which is then rigorously scrutinised by other experts.
As I began to piece together the various pieces, a
clear picture began to emerge."

The roots of Skeptical Science can be traced back to
early 2007, when Cook decided to create a private
database as a resource to more easily counter the
arguments from family members regarding
anthropogenic global warming (AGW). He described
the backstory in a Guardian article5 in 2011:
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SKEPTICAL SCIENCE TEAM
Many people from around the globe make valuable
contributions to Skeptical Science. They write blog
posts, maintain rebuttals, create graphics, or author
useful software tools. Furthermore, they contribute
by moderating the comments sections, editing and
proofreading posts, sharing information with visitors,
responding to emails, and providing technical support.
There are also many regular commenters whose
feedback has helped to improve and hone the
website's content. Volunteers from all over the world
have translated selected content into more than 20
different languages. All of this work is done in the
volunteer contributors’ spare time and everybody
helps as much as time allows and where their
interests take them. Click on the picture to head to
the Welcome Page on Skeptical Science!
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HISTORY OF SKEPTICAL SCIENCE - Part 1
Skeptical Science (SkS) goes
live with John Cook
publishing his rebuttal
database in July 2007.

Twenty-something blog
posts get published in what
John Cook called a pretty
boring year.

Skeptical Science becomes
active on Facebook and
Twitter. Translations are now
possible.

The introduction of three
levels of complexity for the
rebuttals is pivotal as the
author team is born.

More than 580 blog posts
get written by 85 authors
and SkS wins the Eureka
Prize from the Australian
museum.

SkS continues to increase its
reach with research
summaries, detailing the
history of climate science
and many other offerings.

Members of the SkS team
publish a study finding a 97%
consensus among papers
stating a position on humancaused global warming. BACK

Clicking on the buttons will take you to related material on
the Skeptical Science website!

HISTORY OF SKEPTICAL SCIENCE - Part 2
The SkS-team keeps
publishing research papers
and runs the „97hours of
consensus“ campaign.

Collaborating with the
University of Queensland
the MOOC Denial101x gets
launched.

SkS receives the „Friends of
the Planet award“ from
NCSE and members meet in
San Francisco during the
AGU Fall Meeting.

Skeptical Science celebrates
its 10th Birthday and we
can now track daily rebuttal
views to better gauge
interest in them.

Team members contribute
to the IPCC 1.5°C report and
more myth-debunking
resources are published.

Our consensus paper
published in 2013 hits one
million downloads in July –
not bad for a citizens‘
science project!
Clicking on the buttons will take you to related material on
the Skeptical Science website!
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REBUTTALS
The backbone of Skeptical Science is a database with
more than 200 articles rebutting misinformation about
human-caused global warming. Many of the explanations
exist in a basic, an intermediate, and an advanced version
and all reference peer-reviewed primary research. The
rebuttals tackle common misconceptions about global
warming such as “It’s not happening”, “It’s not us”, “It’s
not bad”, and “It’s too hard”. Some of the rebuttals are
regularly viewed more than 50,000 times per month. On
the homepage, the climate myths are listed by popularity
(e.g. how often each argument appears in online articles)
or with fixed numbers for permanent references. They are
also available sorted into taxonomic categories for
systematic access.
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BLOG POSTS
Blog Posts written by team-members, or reposts from
other outlets, are published on a regular basis to
highlight recent research or other relevant topics
relating to human-caused climate change. There are
some recurring series where, for example, climate
science gets explained via analogies.
Recently
published research articles have been listed on a
weekly basis as have the articles posted to the
Skeptical Science Facebook page. Readers can
subscribe to receive a daily email listing the recent
post(s).
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THE SCIENTIFIC CONSENSUS
On May 16, 2013 the study “Quantifying the consensus on
anthropogenic global warming in the scientific literature”
led by John Cook was published in Environmental Research
Letters (ERL). The paper found that among (over 12,000)
peer-reviewed abstracts on the subject 'global climate
change' and 'global warming' published between 1991 and
2011, over 97% of the papers taking a position on the
subject agreed with the consensus position that humans
are causing global warming.
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BEST ERL-PAPER IN 2013

Publishing the consensus study caused a stir, from being
tweeted by President Obama's Twitter account, to
mention in media outlets around the globe. Vigorous
attacks were swift in coming as well. To preempt
anticipated criticisms, a homepage for the project was set
up and has been kept current with adding links to relevant
material and FAQs as needed. In April 2014, Environmental
Research Letters announced that the Skeptical Science
consensus paper was voted ERL's best article of 2013 - a
considerable outcome for a citizen science project.

TRANSLATIONS
Since translation capabilities were added to SkS at
the end of 2009, selected content has been
translated into more than 20 languages by teams of
volunteers working together across the globe. The
individuals and teams tackling translations decide
what to translate. Rebuttals are the area offering the
most translations.

HANDBOOK TRANSLATIONS

Translation teams have access to shared online
folders in which they can prepare and proofread
translations for selected content, making this a
highly collaborative activity. When people voice an
interest in helping with translations they can either
work with others they already know or they can join
an existing team for their language. The blog post
Your chance to make a difference published in
January 2014 outlines the many translation related
activities people can contribute to: blog posts,
rebuttals, and handbooks are just three of several
options available.

REBUTTAL TRANSLATIONS
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DENIAL101x – Making sense of climate science denial
Since April 2015, SkS has offered the massive open
online course (MOOC) “Denial101x: Making sense of
climate science denial”. This online course is a
collaboration between the Skeptical Science team
and the UQx team at the University of Queensland.
The 60 lectures and 40 expert interviews explain the
basics of climate science while addressing common
climate myths from “global warming stopped in
1998”, to “global warming is caused by the sun”, to
“climate impacts are nothing to worry about”. By
learning the techniques of science denial, students
acquire the critical thinking needed to identify the
fallacies associated with a given myth. Finally, armed
with all this knowledge, participants learn about the
psychology of misinformation. This is intended to
equip them to effectively respond to climate
misinformation. As of 2019, the MOOC has had more
than 40,000 participants from over 180 countries.
Members from the SkS-team provide assistance in
and moderate the MOOC’s online discussion forum.

MOOC on EdX

LECTURES by Team Members

DISCUSSION MODERATORS
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C.A.R.D.S.

Automated detection of online misinformation is
considered the “holy grail” of fact-checking,
potentially offering theoretical insights and practical
responses. Drawing from a corpus of over 287,000
documents from blogs and conservative think-tank
websites, the Skeptical Science team worked with
political scientists Travis Coan and Constantine
Boussalis to develop a comprehensive taxonomy of
climate misinformation. Supervised machine learning
techniques to accurately detect specific skeptical
claims about climate change was employed to
construct a detailed history of misinformation over 17
years. Climate misinformation was found to focus
predominantly on attacking the integrity of climate
science and scientists, a notable result given the dearth
of research into attacks on scientists. As well as offering
a new approach to understanding and detecting
climate science skepticism, this research lays the
groundwork for developing applications that inoculate
social networks against misinformation.

Taxonomy of climate science denial claims
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RESOURCES
Skeptical Science features a large section of graphics
and animations, licensed under creative commons to
make them readily available for reuse. The graphics
and animations are created by talented team
members to support blog posts, rebuttals, and other
materials and have been reused in books, textbooks,
TV documentaries and government reports.

„The Escalator“
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TOOLS
Members of the Skeptical Science team have created
various tools which help to put climate science into
perspective like the Temperature Tool created for the
MOOC Denial101x or the Heat Widget which can be added
to other websites.
Since 2013, the SkS-Glossary has been available. This tool
triggers pop-ups with explanations for scientific terms used
in blog posts and rebuttals. The underlying definitions
originated from the IPCC glossary published with its Fourth
Assessment Report (AR4) in 2004. The glossary also stores
and offers references for scientific papers.
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Temperature Tool

CHALLENGES
Being a volunteer-based organization, Skeptical Science
faces issues and challenges other such organizations do,
like lack of time due to other commitments or trouble to
find helping hands for specific time-consuming but
rather mundane tasks like fixing broken links or keeping
the published material as current as possible.

Being a popular go-to resource regarding human-caused
climate change and tackling the misinformation about it
has made Skeptical Science the target of various forms of
attacks. There are ad hominem attacks on the team and
individual members and various conspiracy theories
about the website’s funding can be found online. To wit:
there’s no funding apart from some PayPal donations!
One particular event needs to be mentioned: In 2012
the Skeptical Science website was hacked and content
from the private author forum was posted online. To this
day, it is quote-mined by interested parties to make the
team look bad.
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RECOGNITION
In September 2011, the SkS team won the Eureka prize from
the Australian museum, for the advancement of climate
change knowledge. The Eureka Prize, presented annually
since 1990, has been described as Australia’s “Oscars of
Science”. The prize recognizes and rewards excellence in the
fields of scientific research & innovation, science leadership,
school science, and science journalism & communication.
The National Center for Science Education (NCSE)—a large
non-profit organization supporting teachers in the U.S. who
want to teach evolution and climate science without
interference from religious or political groups—named
Skeptical Science as one of 2016’s recipients of their Friend
of the Planet Awards.
Many scientists regularly refer others to Skeptical Science as
the go-to-resource for questions about climate science and
to look for debunkings to regularly heard misinformation. A
collection of endorsements is available on the homepage.
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AUTHOR INFORMATION
Bärbel Winkler
Skeptical Science
BaerbelW[at]skepticalscience[dot]com
Fellbach, Germany

John Cook
George Mason University
jcook20[at]gmu[dot]edu
Fairfax Virginia U.S.A

Bärbel Winkler lives and works in Germany. She has always had a lot
of interest in environmental issues and has been active as a
volunteer at the local zoo and a conservation group for many years.
Over time and while learning more and more about it, Bärbel
became increasingly aware and concerned about climate change and
what it will mean for generations to come. As a means to turn her
concerns regarding climate change into something productive, Bärbel
joined the Skeptical Science team in 2010 and started translating
selected content into German. Since 2013 she has been coordinating
the translation efforts for all languages, contributes a blog-post every
once in a while, helps with many projects and became co-author of
several consensus-related studies the Skeptical Science team has
published over the years. She also coordinates the moderation team
for the online course “Denial101x – Making sense of climate science
denial”.

John Cook is a research assistant professor at the Center for Climate
Change Communication at George Mason University, researching
cognitive science. In 2007, he founded Skeptical Science, a website
which won the 2011 Australian Museum Eureka Prize for the
Advancement of Climate Change Knowledge and 2016 Friend of the
Planet Award from the National Center for Science Education. John
co-authored the college textbooks Climate Change: Examining the
Facts with Weber State University professor Daniel Bedford. He was
also a coauthor of the textbook Climate Change Science: A Modern
Synthesis and the book Climate Change Denial: Heads in the Sand.
In 2013, he published a paper analyzing the scientific consensus on
climate change that has been highlighted by President Obama and
UK Prime Minister David Cameron. In 2015, he developed a Massive
Open Online Course at the University of Queensland on climate
science denial, that has received over 40,000 enrollments.

https://sks.to/BaerbelW

https://communication.gmu.edu/people/jcook20
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